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Abstract

In recent years there has been a greater focus on the management of patient doses. This effort has been driven by
the realisation of both the increasing magnitude of patient doses and their variation both intra- and inter-
nationally. Legislators and guidance-issuing bodies have developed the idea of 'Diagnostic Reference Levels'
(DRL's). In particular, the European Union, in their Council Directive 97/43/Euratom, required Member States
to develop DRL's. The UK Government, when consolidating this EU Directive into UK legislation, extended the
concept of DRL's from a national to an employer level. However, the methodologies used for development of
national and international DRL's do not translate to a local level and hence a new approach is required. This
paper describes one particular approach made by a UK hospital to introduce 'Local DRL's' in such a manner as
to aid the optimisation process. This approach utilises a dose index, based on the local patient population, which
is monitored for trends. Any trend in patient dose triggers an investigation linked to the clinical audit system
within the Clinical Radiology Department. It is the audit cycle that ensures a continuing move towards an
optimised situation. Additional triggers may be employed such as large patient dose variations.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a greater focus on the management of patient doses. This effort
has been driven by the realisation of both the increasing magnitude of patient doses [1,2] and
their variation both intra- and inter-nationally [3,4]. Legislating and guidance issuing bodies
have been active in this area and have developed the idea of 'Diagnostic Reference Levels
(DRL's) [5-8]. hi the context of the international and national situation the idea of DRL's is
reasonably understandable. However, a recent EU directive [5] has led, in the UK, to the
introduction of legislation [9] introducing the concept of Local DRL's. The concept has been
legislated for without clear guidance to local hospital staff of how it would operate at that
level. This paper describes an attempt to bridge the gap of international and national DRL's
being set by national authorities and the concept of Local DRL's.

2. International & National Diagnostic Reference Levels

Many bodies have been active in the area of DRL's, including the IAEA [6], European Union
[5,8] and various national bodies [eg 7]. When the origin of these DRL's are investigated one
discovers similarities in that often a large survey of individual institutions within the
geographical boundaries of the authority issuing the DRL's. At each institution mean patient
doses for a range of common examinations are determined. These institution mean doses are
gathered together into a distribution of means and then an arbitrary level within the
distribution is taken as the DRL. This level is typically the 75th percentile. The philosophy of
this approach is to provide the 25% of institutions with mean doses above the DRL to work
towards dose reduction in that particular examination. The DRL on its own, however, is no
incentive to the other 75% of institutions that achieved mean doses below the DRL.

3. Local DRL's in the United Kingdom

Following the EU Council Directive 97/43/Euratom, the UK Government introduced the
concept of Local DRL's in legislation promulgated in May 2000 [9]. The definition of DRL's
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in the UK legislation is, 'dose levels in radiodiagnostic practices for typical examinations
for groups of standard-sized patients or standard phantoms for broadly defined types of
equipment'. This definition of DRL's is similar to that described in the EU Medical
Exposures Directive. However, in the UK legislation, it is the local employer, not national
authorities that must establish such DRL's. Furthermore, the employer 'must undertake
appropriate reviews whenever DRL's are consistently exceeded and ensure that corrective
action is taken...' From the employer's perspective they can either implement DRL's using
existing national or international guidance or else formulate their own approach. In adopting
the former approach of using existing DRL's, the probability is that local dose levels will be
lower than published DRL's which suffer from being at the higher end of practice when the
relevant survey was undertaken. Therefore there is no downward pressure being exerted by the
concept of Local DRL's on locally delivered patient doses. The problem of developing a local
approach is that no consensus exists in the UK as to the methodology needed to develop Local
DRL's, despite it being a legal requirement. At a local level, the dose distribution in question
is one of individual patient doses and is mainly due to patient size variations rather than a
distribution of institution mean doses which is the origin of national and international DRL's.

4. The Nottingham approach

The driving force behind the tool of DRL's, whether they be international, national or local, is
the concept of optimisation. Therefore, in Nottingham, we looked for ways to link our existing
patient dosimetry efforts to a system of quality improvement. Furthermore we required a
system that triggered an investigation if 'DRL's are consistently exceeded.' We were aided in
this aim by the development at Nottingham of a networked, dose-area product based, patient
dose logging system which enables the collection of large numbers of patient doses (> 2000
examination doses per month) [10]. However, the methodology developed does not depend on
this patient dose collection system and so is transferable to other institutions.

At Nottingham City Hospital the median dose by examination type is collected from our dose
data each month. In our case we can be sure that our median dose reflects the dose to our
average patient due to the large number of patient doses measured. Other centres, however, by
judicial selection of patients, could achieve the same end. This dose index is then plotted on a
control chart that essentially plots the index's time course. During the steady state ie when no
changes to practice or equipment occurred, it is possible to calculate a meaningful average
median monthly dose. This average median dose (taken over a period of six months in
Nottingham) was deemed to be our Local DRL. It was also our target dose in that it was the
expected median dose from our local patient population. Any deviations in median dose
indicated a sub-optimal radiographic process compared to our baseline practice.

The link to optimisation is achieved by the triggering of a dose and image quality
investigation whenever certain criteria are met. These triggers are locally set to reflect local
optimisation strategies. In Nottingham our triggers are currently either a downward or upward
trend in monthly median dose or else a large standard deviation in the monthly median dose
distribution. The number of concurrent investigations and the speed of their completion are
entirely resource limited. Resource limitations notwithstanding, the comparison of monthly
median dose levels with our Local DRL's linked to an image quality/dose investigation when
triggered by preset criteria defines our route from the imposed concept of Local DRL's to that
of optimisation. For each examination that is investigated, the outcome ought to be optimised
practice within the constraints of current equipment, current good practice guidance and local
radiologist preference. Such investigations can also highlight the need for equipment
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replacement and produce useful arguments for capital expenditure. Each investigation, if
properly disseminated within the organisation, can act as a powerful training resource and
often leads to a more harmonised approach, reducing staff-dependent dose variations.

In summary therefore, the methodology described above links the concept of Local DRL's (a
legal requirement in the UK) with the process of optimisation. It is the process of optimisation
that is the important end point. As stated by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection [11], 'The optimisation of protection is the most powerful of the components of the
system of radiological protection. It should pervade all stages of the use of radiation in
medicine, from the design of premises, equipment, and procedures through to day-to-day
applications.' This methodology also fits with the recently proposed National Radiological
Protection Board (UK) concept of 'achievable dose' [12]. An achievable dose is one obtained
by applying best practice to the radiographic process in terms of, for example, radiographic
factors, views required and sensitivity of detector. The outcome of our dose monitoring -
audit cycle process, if all best practice guidance is implemented, would be a local achievable
dose. This methodology is not the only way to implement Local DRL's but, in Nottingham,
we have found it to be a useful mechanism for a planned move towards an optimised practice.
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